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Abstract—In this paper we provide theoretical and simulation-
based study of the delivery delay performance of a number of
existing throughput optimal coding schemes and use the results
to design a new dynamic rate adaptation scheme that achieves
improved overall throughput-delay performance.
Under a baseline rate control scheme, the receivers’ delay
performance is examined. Based on their Markov states, the
knowledge difference between the sender and receiver, three
distinct methods for packet delivery are identified: zero state,
leader state and coefficient-based delivery. We provide analyses
of each of these and show that, in many cases, zero state delivery
alone presents a tractable approximation of the expected packet
delivery behaviour. Interestingly, while coefficient-based delivery
has so far been treated as a secondary effect in the literature,
we find that the choice of coefficients is extremely important in
determining the delay, and a well chosen encoding scheme can, in
fact, contribute a significant improvement to the delivery delay.
Based on our delivery delay model, we develop a dynamic rate
adaptation scheme which uses performance prediction models
to determine the sender transmission rate. Surprisingly, taking
this approach leads us to the simple conclusion that the sender
should regulate its addition rate based on the total number of
undelivered packets stored at the receivers. We show that despite
its simplicity, our proposed dynamic rate adaptation scheme
results in noticeably improved throughput-delay performance
over existing schemes in the literature.
I. INTRODUCTION
In recent times there have been many advances in the capa-
bilities of wireless communication systems [1]. A number of
applications can now take advantage of these new capabilities,
requiring high data rate and low delay performance. In this
paper, we consider applications in which the same ordered set
of packets is required by all receivers, with low delay. One
application is video broadcasting where the receivers not only
wish to watch live video, but also want to keep a high quality
copy for later use. This might include the broadcast of a lecture
or conference recording, or perhaps simultaneous download
and viewing of a purchased movie. Other potential applications
include the broadcast of common information in multiplayer
gaming, where users’ actions must be logged in order, as well
as certain scientific or mission-critical applications with low
delay requirements. This differs from work such as [2]–[4], in
that the applications considered in this paper do not tolerate
packet losses.
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In the context of these applications there are two key
measures of performance. One measure is throughput, defined
as the average rate at which packets are delivered across re-
ceivers. This measures the efficiency with which the receivers’
channel bandwidth is utilised. Since packets can only be used
in order, we can only consider a packet useful once it has
been delivered, that is if it and all preceding packets have also
been correctly received. Low delay is also desirable, to avoid
latency at the application. Therefore, it is equally important to
minimise the delivery delay, the average time between when
a packet is first available for transmission to the time it is
delivered to the application layer.
Meeting these requirements in a wireless setting is not an
easy task [5]. Receivers’ independent channel conditions mean
that they will experience very different erasure patterns, which
in turn leads to a variety of packet demands on the sender.
A. Network coding
Linear network coding [5]–[7] is used as an effective way
to accommodate multiple receivers’ packet demands while
still efficiently using the transmission bandwidth. Under linear
network coding the sender divides the information into equal
sized packets, and combines a number of packets into each
transmission using Galois field arithmetic [7]. This combina-
tion is transmitted to the receivers along with the coefficients
used to combine the packets. In order to recover the original
packets, receivers must collect enough coded packets to decode
them using Gaussian elimination [7].
Although network coding is known to enhance the through-
put in many networks, the time spent waiting to receive the
necessary packet combinations for decoding can result in an
additional decoding delay. There are two problems associated
with a large decoding delay. Firstly, the decoding delay lower
bounds the achievable delivery delay since packets can only
be delivered after being decoded. Secondly, undecoded packets
can greatly increase the computational complexity of opera-
tions for both the sender and receiver. Gaussian elimination,
required for receivers to decode, is known to scale as the
cube of the number of packets in the set. In full feedback
systems the sender performs similar operations to determine
what information is missing at the receivers. Large decoding
delays mean that, on average, many undecoded packets will
be stored at the receivers, resulting in more computationally
expensive packet transmissions.
Network coding introduces a well known tradeoff [8]–[12]
between throughput and delivery delay. Generally the more
stringent the delay requirements, the more throughput must
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be sacrificed to achieve them. Many transmission schemes
have been devised that aim at striking a balance between high
throughput and low delay in network coded systems. We will
present an overview of existing approaches in the literature,
and highlight the open questions that will be addressed in this
paper. For brevity, we will focus on broadcast applications in
wireless packet erasure channels, as they are directly related
to our work.
B. Existing methods for delay control
To ensure that packets can be delivered in a timely fashion,
it is necessary to introduce some controlled redundancy into
the sender’s transmissions. This allows receivers who have
experienced channel erasures to recover and deliver their
missing packets. The transmission schemes used to achieve
this can generally be divided into two components: a rate
control scheme and a coding scheme. More detail will be
provided in Section II. Essentially, the rate control scheme
determines the transmission rate, the number of new packets
that can be included in the sender’s transmissions at each time,
while the coding scheme is responsible for determining the
coefficients. Each of these components can have an impact on
the throughput and delay.
1) Rate control: There are a number of ways to use rate
control to reduce the delivery delay.
Under block based transmission schemes, incoming packets
are divided into blocks or generations [12]–[25]. The rate
control scheme only allows the packets of one block to
be transmitted at a time, ensuring that a block’s worth of
innovative information has been received by every receiver,
before moving on to the next block. The primary advantage
of this rate control scheme is that since packet delivery is
done on a block-by-block basis, shorter block lengths mean
smaller delivery delays. However, this comes at the cost of
lower (even vanishing) throughput [14]. Another advantage
of this rate control scheme is that it requires only minimal
feedback from the receivers about block completion [11], [17],
[26].
Other transmission schemes such as [10], [27], [28] are
non-block based. In [10] a rate control scheme is implicitly
implemented where new packets may be transmitted only if
the delay performance, determined from receiver feedback, is
sufficiently good. In contrast, [27], [28] make little use of
feedback in determining the transmission rate. Instead they
use a fixed transmission rate, and rely on natural fluctuations
in the transmission queue size to ensure the delivery of
packets. While there has been much work studying the delay
performance of block-based transmission schemes [12]–[17],
so far only asymptotic limits [29] on the delay performance
of [27], [28] have been found.
2) Coding: The coding scheme may be used to further
improve the delay performance.
Under some coding schemes, the sender transmits network
coded packets which may be noninnovative to selected re-
ceivers. A good example of this is instantaneously decodable
network coding [20]–[24]. In this block-based transmission
scheme, feedback about packets stored at the receivers is used
to construct transmissions that allow immediate decoding at a
subset of (or if possible all) receivers. However instantaneous
decodability comes at the cost of reduced throughput, since
not every receiver may receive innovative information in every
transmission.
By contrast throughput optimal coding schemes do not
attempt to introduce more redundancy, but instead aim to
maximise the number of receivers that can obtain innovative
information from each transmission. Random linear network
coding (RLNC), where coefficients are chosen at random, is
the most common. In [30] this was shown to achieve the
capacity of a multicast network with high probability as the
field size becomes large. The simplicity of implementation has
led to a great deal of work including [12]–[19].
Feedback-based throughput optimal coding schemes have
also been proposed to reduce the transmission queue size [28],
and minimise the delivery delay [27], however no attempt has
been made to study the extent to which these schemes work.
To the best of our knowledge, 1) there has been no work
on characterizing the non-asymptotic delivery behaviour of the
rate control scheme used in [27], [28], 2) the delay perfor-
mance of the coding schemes presented in [27], [28] has not
yet been analysed, and 3) there has been no systematic attempt
to implement a rate control scheme that adaptively considers
both the throughput and delay performance in determining the
transmission rate.
C. Contributions and distinctions with related work
In this paper we take a first step in realising a dynamic
tradeoff between throughput and delivery delay in a wireless
network coded broadcast system. By first understanding the
mechanism by which packets are delivered in transmission
schemes such as [27], [28], we gain insight into the nature
of the throughput-delay tradeoff, the set of throughput values
and delivery delays simultaneously achievable by a system.
This in itself is a difficult problem, owing to the complex
interactions between the sender and receivers. To manage
this, we categorise the methods of packet delivery into three
categories: zero state, leader state and coefficient-based de-
livery. These distinctions are made on the basis of receivers’
Markov states: defined as the difference between the number
of packets known by the sender and receiver at each time step.
By decoupling the contributions of each method of delivery,
we can present an approximation that removes the effect of
cross receiver interactions. In return for some loss of accuracy,
we are able to transform a mathematically intractable problem
into one that gives easily calculable results.
Based on our understanding of the mechanics of broadcast
packet delivery, we propose a new transmission scheme which
uses feedback information to predict the receivers’ short term
throughput and delivery performance. This is then used to
determine when to include new packets into the sender’s
transmissions. In effect, the sender dynamically tailors the
transmission rate for noticably improved throughput-delay
performance compared with [10], [27], [28]. A related idea
is considered in [25], where the block size is chosen to
maximise the number of packets delivered to all receivers by a
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hard deadline. However, as commented in Section I-B1 block
coding is generally not conducive to good throughput.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
A single sender aims to transmit a backlogged set of data
packets p1,p2, · · · in the correct order to a set of R receivers.
Time is slotted, denoted by t = 1, · · · , and the sender can
broadcast at the rate of one original or network coded packet
per time slot. The receivers are connected to the sender via
independent erasure channels with channel rate µ, so that they
successfully receive transmissions with probability µ at each
time slot.1
Receivers store received packets in a buffer and send an
acknowledgement after each successful packet reception or a
negative acknowledgement if the packet is discarded owing to
an erasure, which we assume the sender detects without error.2
The sender uses this information to record which packets re-
ceivers have stored in their buffers. Based on this information,
a transmission scheme can be devised to determine the packet
combinations the sender will transmit. The components of
the transmission schemes we will study will be outlined in
the remainder of this section. We now define the delivery
delay and throughput, which will be used to compare the
performance of the transmission schemes studied in this paper.
1) Packet delivery: At time slot T , a packet pn is said to
be delivered to a receiver if that receiver has already decoded
all packets p1, ...,pn−1 and first decodes pn at time t = T .
Otherwise, pn is said to be undelivered to that receiver.
2) Delivery delay: The delivery delay of a transmission
scheme is measured as the average number of time slots
between any packet p becoming available for transmission,
to the time it is delivered to each of receivers.
3) Throughput: The throughput of our system is measured
as the average number of packets delivered per time slot,
across receivers.
A. Transmission scheme
Here we outline the model for the transmission schemes we
will be studying, as shown in Fig. 1. The transmission scheme
employed by the sender can be divided into three components:
a rate control block, which passes new packets into a trans-
mission queue, from which a coding block determines c(t), the
network coded transmission to be sent at time t. We briefly
outline the function of each block here.
1) Rate control block: The rate control block employs a
rate control scheme to decide when to introduce new packets
from the application into the transmission queue. In our paper,
we assume the application has an infinite backlog of packets
available to be transmitted by the sender. Since the sender
transmits one packet per time slot, we limit the rate control
scheme to pass at most one new packet per time slot to the
transmission queue. Therefore at each time t, the rate control
1In general receivers may have different channel rates, but for clarity of
explanation we only consider the homogeneous case.
2Although this can be difficult to achieve in practice, it greatly simplifies
analysis. We will make some comments on the effect of imperfect feedback
later in this work.
block can decide whether to add, and place a new packet in
the transmission queue, or wait and do nothing. If the rate
control block adds, then we set the add decision a(t) = 1; if
it waits, a(t) = 0.
2) Transmission queue: The transmission queue stores all
packets passed by the rate control scheme. Only packets in the
transmission queue may be transmitted by the sender. Once
all receivers have decoded a packet p, it is removed from the
transmission queue.3 At any time t, the total number of packets
that have been passed into the transmission queue is
A(t) =
t∑
i=1
a(i). (1)
The remainder of this paper will focus on delivering the pack-
ets in the transmission queue to the receivers. Therefore, with a
slight abuse of notation, the packets in the transmission queue
will be referred to, from oldest to newest, as p1, ...,pA′(t),
where A′(t) is the total number of packets in the transmission
queue at time t.
3) Coding block: The coding block employs a coding
scheme to determine which of the packets in the transmission
queue to code into the outgoing transmission c(t) at each time
slot. Since the coding block may only choose packets from the
transmission queue, transmissions are of the form
c(t) =
A′(t)∑
i=1
αi(t)pi, (2)
where the coefficients αi(t) are chosen at each time slot from
the field FM of an appropriate size.4 This combination is
transmitted along with the corresponding transmission vector
vs(t). If each uncoded packet pi corresponds to the standard
basis vector ei whose i-th entry is 1, then
vs(t) =
A′(t)∑
i=1
αi(t)ei
= [α1(t), α2(t), · · ·] (3)
so that the i-th entry of the transmission vector αi(t) corre-
sponds to the coefficient of pi. Receivers use the information
in the transmission vector to recover the original packets
by performing Gaussian elimination on the packets in their
buffers.
B. Rate control schemes
In this paper we consider three rate control schemes. Two of
these, the delay threshold and dynamic rate control schemes,
are both rate adaptation schemes, which use feedback from
the receivers to adjust their transmission rates. As a means of
comparison we will also study a baseline rate control scheme,
which does not utilise feedback from the receivers to determine
the transmission rate.
3In [28], packets may be removed from the transmission queue before they
are decoded by all receivers. However we ignore this option, as transmission
schemes other than [28] are also considered and we do not explicitly attempt
to manage the queue size.
4The coding schemes of [27], [28] prove that it is always possible to find an
innovative combination for all receivers if M ≥ R, the number of receivers.
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Rate control
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Coding
scheme
· · ·
Receiver R
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Wireless packet
erasure channelsTransmission scheme
Fig. 1. A block diagram of the components of a transmission scheme.
1) Baseline rate control scheme: Under this rate control
scheme, the add decision a(t) is determined by a Bernoulli
process with addition rate λ, so that the sender will add with
probability Pr(a(t) = 1) = λ independently at each time
slot t. This is equivalent to the model used in [27], [28].5 By
assuming the load factor ρ = λ/µ is appreciably less than
1, we can provide more practical nonasymptotic analysis of
throughput-delay performance.
2) Delay threshold scheme: This delay threshold rate
control scheme is taken from [10], and will be used as a
comparison rate control scheme. This scheme operates under
two modes, which we call start and stop. By default the
sender is set to start mode, where it adds whenever one of the
receivers has decoded all packets in the transmission queue.
However if any of the packets inside the transmission queue
have been present for more than some threshold TD number of
time slots, the sender switches to stop mode. In this case the
sender waits, and the coding block transmits uncoded copies
of the expired packet(s). Once all packets remaining in the
transmission queue are less than TD time slots old, the sender
reverts back to start mode.
3) Dynamic rate control scheme: In this paper, we will
present a rate control scheme which outperforms both the
baseline and delay threshold rate control schemes. In Sec-
tion VI we shall show how add and wait decisions can be
determined using a delivery model based on our transmission
scheme analysis.
C. Coding schemes
In this section we outline the three throughput optimal
coding schemes we will study in this paper. To highlight the
effects of coefficient selection on delay, we will focus on
two existing schemes, the drop-when-seen coding scheme of
[28], [29] and the asymptotically optimal delivery scheme of
[27], which we call coding schemes A and B respectively.
As a means of comparison, we also consider a random linear
network coding (RLNC) scheme. Throughput optimal coding
schemes all have the innovation guarantee property. This
means that, at each time slot, the transmitted packet c(t) will
be innovative for all receivers who are still missing packets in
the transmission queue. The method for selecting coefficients
in each scheme is summarised below. More details can be
found in [27], [28].
5To be precise, in [27], [28] packets are assumed to arrive at the application
by a Bernoulli process. We have transformed this into the equivalent rate
control scheme to make it comparable in terms of throughput and delay to
the backlogged schemes studied in this paper.
1) Coding scheme A: Coding scheme A relies on the
concept of seen packets. A packet pi is seen by a receiver if it
can use the packets in its buffer to create a combination of the
form pi + f(p>i), where f(p>i) is some linear combination
of the packets pi+1,pi+2, .... If this is not possible, then pi is
unseen.
Coding scheme A ensures that with each successful packet
reception, a receiver sees its next unseen packet. To determine
what coded packet to transmit next, the sender lists the oldest
unseen packet from each receiver. Moving from oldest to
newest unseen packet, it adds an appropriate multiple of each
packet, so that the resulting packet is innovative to all the
corresponding receivers.
2) Coding scheme B: Under coding scheme B, the sender
transmits a minimal combination based on the oldest unde-
coded packet of each receiver. The sender lists these oldest
undecoded packets and their corresponding receivers, then
beginning with the newest packet in the list, it adds in older
packets only if the receiver(s) that correspond to them would
not otherwise receive an innovative packet.
3) RLNC scheme: The sender transmits a random combi-
nation of all A′(t) packets in the transmission queue. Coeffi-
cients are selected randomly from FM . For a fair comparison,
feedback is used to ensure that the final packet satisfies the
innovation guarantee property. If the current set of coefficients
do not have this property, new random coefficients are chosen
until an appropriate combination is found.
It should be noted that, unlike the RLNC scheme, coding
schemes A and B are more selective about the packets coded
into each transmission. Since coding schemes A and B only
code the oldest unseen or undecoded packet of each user,
the sender will only code a new packet pi if one of the
receivers has decoded {p1, ...,pi−1}. As a result, under these
coding schemes the sender codes packets from an effective
transmission queue which is limited to the next needed packet
pn of the receiver with the most delivered packets. The role
of the effective transmission queue will be further discussed
in Section V-A.
D. Baseline and coding scheme B transmission schemes
A transmission scheme is determined by the pairing of a
rate control scheme with a coding scheme. In practice, any
combination is allowed, however, to simplify the presentation
of this paper, two groups of transmission schemes will be stud-
ied. In Sections III to V, we analyse the baseline transmission
schemes: transmission schemes which substitute the baseline
rate control scheme into the rate control block. The baseline
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rate control scheme is chosen as it is the only rate control
scheme for which a mathematically tractable model is possible.
It is paired with throughput optimal coding schemes A, B and
RLNC. In Sections VI and VII, we study coding scheme B
transmission schemes, which substitute coding scheme B into
the coding block. Coding scheme B is chosen as it has the best
delay performance of the three coding schemes. It is paired
with each of the baseline, delay threshold and dynamic rate
control schemes.
III. MARKOV STATE
Our delivery delay analysis will be based on the receivers’
Markov states,6 a concept we will explain next. This allows
us to categorise packet delivery methods and gives us an
important tool for the estimation of the receivers’ delivery
delays.
A. Knowledge spaces and the Markov state
At time t, the transmission list is defined as the set of stan-
dard basis vectors Vs(t) = {e1, e2, ..., eA′(t)} corresponding
to the uncoded packets p1,p2, ...,pA′(t) which are currently
in the transmission queue. The sender chooses packets for
transmission from the transmission knowledge space
Ks(t) = span(Vs(t)), (4)
which is the set of all linear combinations the sender can
compute using packets from the transmission queue. The size
of the transmission knowledge space is given by
|Ks(t)| = M |Vs(t)|, (5)
where M is the field size and the notation |X| represents
the cardinality of the set X . The reception list Vr(t) of a
receiver r is defined as the set of received transmission vectors
which, after Gaussian elimination, correspond to vectors from
the current transmission knowledge space Ks(t). The receiver
knowledge space is similarly defined as the set of all linear
combinations that can be calculated from its reception list,
Kr(t) = span(Vr(t)). These concepts will be used in our
analysis of coefficient-based delivery in Section V.
The Markov state of a receiver r is defined as the difference
between the size of the transmission list and reception list,
sr(t) = |Vs(t)| − |Vr(t)|. (6)
It should be noted that the removal of packets from the
transmission queue does not affect the Markov state, since
each packet removal decrements both |Vs(t)| and |Vr(t)|.
B. The Markov chain model
Under the baseline rate control scheme, if λ < µ then
changes to a receiver’s Markov state over time can be modelled
as a traversal through a Markov chain. This is illustrated in
Fig. 2, where the states 0, 1, 2, ... correspond to the values
of sr(t). Whether sr(t) increases, decreases or remains the
same between time slots depends on both the add decision
6The Markov state is based on the concept of virtual queue length in [29].
State transition Probability Shorthand notation
sr(t+ 1) = sr(t) + 1 λµ p
sr(t+ 1) = sr(t)− 1 λµ q
sr(t+ 1) = sr(t) λµ+ λµ 1− p− q
TABLE I
THE PROBABILITY OF TRANSITIONS BETWEEN MARKOV STATES FOR
sr(t) > 0, WHERE THE NOTATION x = 1− x IS USED.
0 1 2 3 ...
1− p
p
1− p− q
q
p
1− p− q
q
p
1− p− q
q
p
q
Fig. 2. A Markov chain describing transitions in the Markov state of a
receiver r.
a(t) and the receiver’s channel conditions. The allowable state
transitions for states greater than zero and their probabilities
are listed in Table I. Note that as long as λ < µ, the Markov
chain is positive recurrent. Although the Markov chain model
is perfectly accurate for any receiver considered on its own,
the fact that the sender is shared means that receivers’ Markov
states can exhibit a significant amount of correlation with one
another. Nevertheless this model still provides valuable insight
into the delivery delay characteristics of the transmission
schemes we will study.
Using the concept of Markov state we can categorise the
ways in which the next packet pn of a receiver r can be
delivered7 to a receiver as follows.
1) Zero state delivery
Zero state delivery occurs when a receiver r is in the
zero state, i.e. its Markov state sr(t) = 0. At this
point, the size of the reception list equals the size of
the transmission list. Since coding schemes A, B and
RLNC all satisfy the innovation guarantee property, any
time that sr(t) = 0, all packets in the transmission queue
have been delivered.
2) Leader state delivery
Under coding schemes A and B, a receiver r is called
a leader if it has the minimum Markov state, i.e.
sr(t) = min {si(t)}. Leader state delivery occurs when
new packets are delivered by the current leader, although
we require that si(t) > 0 to differentiate this from
zero state delivery. In Section II-C we noted that the
effective transmission queue is limited to the receiver
with most packets in their buffer. Therefore as shown in
[29], receiving a transmission while a leader results in
the delivery of all packets in the effective transmission
queue.
3) Coefficient-based delivery
Under all three coding schemes, coefficient-based deliv-
ery accounts for any packets delivered to a receiver while
it is neither leading nor in the zero state. Coefficient-
based delivery occurs when the inclusion of the trans-
7This categorisation is also applicable to decoding without the in-order
delivery constraint. Zero and leader state delivery both result in the decoding
of all packets stored at the receiver, while coefficient-based decoding results
in the decoding of some subset of packets stored at the receiver.
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mission vector vs(t) into the reception list of a receiver
r results in the decoding of the next needed packet pn.
In this case, some fraction of the packets stored at the
receiver are delivered.
C. Distribution of Markov states
Since the Markov state will form the basis of our analysis,
the first step is to find the probability Sr(k) that at a randomly
selected time, the receiver r is in state k. This is equivalent
to finding the stationary distribution of the Markov chain
corresponding to that receiver. For the Markov chain of Fig.
2, if the addition rate λ is less than the channel rate µ, a
stationary distribution exists such that
pSr(k) = qSr(k + 1). (7)
Solving for
∑∞
k=0 Sr(k) = 1, we obtain
Sr(k) =
(
1− p
q
)(
p
q
)k
. (8)
In the following Sections IV and V we shall analyse the
effect of Markov state on the receivers’ delivery delay.
IV. ZERO AND LEADER STATE DELAY ANALYSIS
In this section we study the impact of the zero and leader
state delivery on the receivers’ delivery delay for the baseline
transmission schemes outlined in Section II-D. By using the
Markov state to distinguish between different methods of
packet delivery we are able to provide insight into the delivery
behaviour of these throughput optimal coding schemes that
has so far been missing from the literature. Taking zero
state delivery as a first approximation for our delay analysis,
we use the Markov chain model of Section III-B to find
the distribution of zero state delivery cycles, and accurately
approximate the expected zero state delivery delay. While
leader state delivery has proven an intractable complication
in previous analysis, we show how our model can be used
to make useful observations about the impact of leader state
delivery on the delivery delay.
A. Zero state delivery
Here we will estimate the zero state delivery delay, defined
as the delivery delay experienced if only zero state delivery is
permitted. This estimate will be used as an upper bound on
the delivery delay for the baseline transmission schemes. It is
important to observe that, as long as the innovation guarantee
property holds, the Markov state of a receiver depends only on
its channel rate µ and the addition rate λ. Therefore zero state
delivery is not affected by the coding scheme, the presence
of other receivers, or even the quality of feedback. This
independence makes zero state delivery analysis a valuable
tool, as initial performance estimates can be made without
the intractable complications that have hindered the study of
network coded transmission schemes to date.
To find the zero state delivery delay, it is not sufficient
to know the proportion of time a receiver spends in the
zero state, calculated in (8). The zero state delivery delay
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Fig. 3. The probability from (10) of a receiver taking ≤ T time steps to
return to the zero state under the baseline rate control scheme.
depends on the distribution of times between returns to the
zero state, which we call delivery cycles, and the distribution
of transmission queue additions within each cycle. Therefore,
we shall use random walk analysis to calculate the distribution
of delivery cycle lengths, and based on this work, find an
accurate approximation for the zero state delivery delay of
baseline transmission schemes.
1) Delivery cycle distributions: A receiver starting in
Markov state 0 experiences a delivery cycle of length T if its
first return to the zero state in the Markov chain occurs after
exactly T time slots. We calculate P0,0(T ), the probability that
a delivery cycle will be of length T .
We can solve this problem in two steps. First, we charac-
terise a path through the Markov chain that consists of only
moving steps where sr(t+ 1) = sr(t)± 1. Then we factor in
the effect of pause steps, where sr(t+ 1) = sr(t).
In the first time step there are two possibilities. The receiver
can remain at state 0 with probability 1 − p, which gives us
P0,0(1) = 1−p. If it instead moves up to state 1, it must return
to 0 in T > 1 time steps. For a path of fixed length T to start
at and return to 0, it must consist of 2k moving steps, k up
and k down, and T−2k pause steps, where 1 ≤ k ≤ bT/2c. If
no other encounters with the zero state are permitted, the first
and last time steps must be up and down steps respectively.
Therefore the number of paths that first return to the zero state
in exactly 2k steps without pauses is given by the (k − 1)-th
Catalan number [31]
Ck−1 =
1
k
(
2k − 2
k − 1
)
. (9)
Now we factor in the T−2k pauses. These pauses cannot occur
in the first or last time step, otherwise the delivery cycle length
would not be T . For a given path of 2k moving steps, there are(
T−2
2k−2
)
choices for pause locations. Therefore the probability
of taking exactly T > 1 timeslots to return to the zero state is
given by
P0,0(T ) =
bT/2c∑
k=1
1
k
(
2k − 2
k − 1
)(
T − 2
2k − 2
)
pkqk(1− p− q)T−2k.
(10)
The cumulative delivery cycle length probabilities are given
for a number of values of λ and µ in Fig. 3. The greater the
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Fig. 4. The zero state delivery delay of the baseline rate control scheme, as
a function of the addition rate λ. The delay estimates of (13) (dotted lines)
are compared against simulation (solid lines).
load factor ρ, the more slowly the probability converges to 1
and the larger the zero state delivery delay.
2) Delay estimate: Over a delivery cycle of length T , we
estimate of the number of packets added to the transmission
queue and their expected delivery delay. This is combined with
(10) to obtain an accurate estimate of the zero state delivery
delay.
Where the delivery cycle is of length T = 1, the probability
that one packet is added and then immediately delivered is
simply λµ. Since the packet is immediately delivered, it incurs
no delivery delay.
In Section IV-A we established that, for all other coding
cycles with length T ≥ 2, the Markov state must increase in
the first time slot, and decrease in the last time slot. Therefore,
we must have a(t) = 1 in the first time slot, and a(t) = 0 in
the last time slot. We now assume that in the remaining T −2
time slots additions occur uniformly with probability λ.
Then the average number of packets delivered over a
delivery cycle of length T is estimated to be
1 + λ(T − 2) (11)
and the average zero state delivery delay for each of these
packets is T/2. The total delay incurred by these packets
would then be
T + 0.5λT (T − 2). (12)
Therefore the zero state delivery delay, including the T = 1
delivery cycle, can be estimated as∑∞
T=2 P0,0(T )(T + 0.5λT (T − 2))
λµ+ 1 +
∑∞
T=2 P0,0(T )λ(T − 2)
. (13)
In Fig. 4 we show how our calculated estimate, truncated
at T = 1000, matches well with the average delivery delays
obtained from simulation.
B. Leader state delivery
In this section we study the leader state delivery delay,
defined as the delivery delay experienced if only zero and
leader state delivery are allowed. Note that as mentioned in
Section II-C, leader state delivery has an equal impact on
coding schemes A and B, but does not apply to the RLNC
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Fig. 5. Two-receiver state transition probabilities (a) in practice, and (b) under
the independent receiver model. The horizontal and vertical axes correspond
to the Markov states of receivers 1 and 2 respectively, where s1(t) = i and
s2(t) = j. Since the sender is common to both receivers, it is not possible
that s1(t+ 1) = i± 1 while s2(t+ 1) = j ∓ 1.
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Fig. 6. Under the baseline rate control scheme with addition rate λ, the
proportion of time the leader is in each state, under the independent receiver
model (15) and in practice. λ = 0.7, µ = 0.8.
scheme. We investigate the amount of time receivers spend
leading and its impact on the delivery delay, compared with
zero state delivery on its own.
1) Leader state distribution: Based on the Markov state
distribution calculated in III-C, we bound the average time
that the leader(s) spend in each Markov state. By (8), the
probability of a receiver r being in a state ≥ k is
Sr(≥ k) =
∞∑
i=k
Sr(i) =
(
p
q
)k
. (14)
So if receivers’ Markov states were independent, the proba-
bility of having a leader in state k would be
L(k) =
(
1−
(
p
q
)R)(
p
q
)Rk
. (15)
However, since the sender is common to all receivers, there is
a noticeable amount of correlation between receivers’ Markov
states. This is illustrated in Fig. 5, which compares the joint
Markov state transition probabilities for two receivers under
each model. In practice the correlated transition probabilities
result in the receivers being more closely grouped together
than predicted by the independent receiver model. Fig. 6 shows
that the probability of leading from states k > 0 is higher in
practice than under the independent receiver model in (15).
2) Observations: The probability of the leader being in
state k is bounded between the values in the single receiver
case and the independent receiver model. Therefore, although
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Fig. 7. Simulated zero state and leader state delivery delays under the baseline
rate control scheme with addition rate λ, for different numbers of receivers
R. µ = 0.8.
the independent receiver model is not entirely accurate, it can
still be used to make the following observations about the
leader state.
1) The probability that a receiver r is leading is ≥ 1/R,
since at least one receiver must lead at each time slot.
2) The leader will most likely be in state k = 0. The larger
the number of receivers R, the more likely this is the
case.
3) The higher a receiver’s state k, the lower its likelihood
of leading.
4) By (8) and (15) as the load factor ρ → 1−, or
equivalently λ → µ−, the state probability distribution
Sr(≥ k) converges on 1 more slowly. This increases the
probability that the leader will be in a state k > 0, and
therefore the impact leader state delivery has on delay.
We can observe some of these effects in Fig. 7. R = 1
represents the extreme case where there is only one receiver
who is always leading, and so results in extremely low delivery
delays. As R increases, however, the leader state delivery delay
quickly converges towards the zero state delivery delay. Even
at moderate values of R, for example R = 10, the difference
between the zero and leader state delivery delay is negligibly
small. This behaviour can be attributed to observations 1 and
2, made above. By contrast, as the load factor ρ increases,
so does the impact of leader state delivery, consistent with
observation 4.
Under imperfect feedback conditions, the contribution of
leader state delivery would be further diminished, since the
sender would not always know which packets the leader
has received. In order to maintain the innovation guarantee
property, the sender would need to account for the possibility
the leader has received all packets for which the outcome has
not yet been determined. This overestimation of the leader’s
channel rate would result in an effective transmission queue
closer in size to that of the actual transmission queue.
V. COEFFICIENT-BASED DELIVERY
Coefficient-based delivery accounts for any remaining pack-
ets delivered while a receiver is neither leading nor in the
zero state. The impact of coefficient-based delivery is not well
understood because of the difficulty of analysing its effects. In
the literature it is generally speculated to contribute a small,
if not negligible, improvement on the delivey delay. However
through simulation we demonstrate two important principles
for improving the likelihood of coefficient-based delivery:
minimising the coding field size M , and maintaining sparse
codes (i.e. minimising the number of nonzero coefficients
αi(t) in (2)). When these conditions are met, coefficient-based
delivery can reduce the delivery delay significantly.
Say that at time t the sender transmits a packet c(t)
with transmission vector vs(t). Then using the concepts from
Section III-A, the next needed packet will be delivered if and
only if the following condition holds.
Lemma 1: At time t, a receiver can deliver their next
needed packet pn iff they receive a packet with transmission
vector vs(t) ∈ span(Kr(t− 1) ∪ en) \Kr(t− 1).
Proof: A packet pk is decoded iff ek ∈ Kr(t). Say that
en /∈ Kr(t − 1). Then for pn to be delivered at time t, en ∈
span(Kr(t− 1) ∪ vs(t)). To satisfy the innovation guarantee
property, vs(t) /∈ Kr(t− 1). Therefore to deliver packet pn at
time t, vs(t) ∈ span(Kr(t− 1) ∪ en) \Kr(t− 1).
As we shall show, the probability of coefficient-based deliv-
ery depends on both the coding scheme used and the effective
Markov state, which we now define.
A. Effective Markov state
The effective transmission list V ∗s (t) is defined as the set of
basis vectors corresponding to packets in the effective trans-
mission queue. In the RLNC scheme, typically V ∗s (t) = Vs(t),
unless all coefficients selected for the newest packet happen to
be 0. In contrast, under coding schemes A and B the effective
transmission queue is limited by the the number of packets
known by the leading receiver(s), so that
|V ∗s (t)| = min( max
r∈1,...,R
(|Vr(t− 1)|+ 1), |Vs(t)|) (16)
and V ∗s (t) = {e1, e2..., e|V ∗s (t)|}. Similarly to (4), the effective
transmission knowledge space is K∗s (t) = span(V
∗
s (t)). The
effective Markov state of a receiver r can then be defined as
s∗r(t) = |V ∗s (t)| − |Vr(t− 1)|. (17)
This differs from (6) in that, in order to calculate the prob-
ability that the current transmission c(t) will deliver pn, it
compares the effective transmission list to the reception list
prior to packet receptions in the current time slot.
Lemma 2: A receiver r can only coefficient-based deliver
its next needed packet pn when its effective Markov state
decreases, i.e. s∗r(t) = s
∗
r(t− 1)− 1.
Proof: It is always true that Kr(t−1) ⊂ K∗s (t−1). If the
receiver is not a leader, then they have not decoded all packets
in K∗s (t − 1) and en ∈ K∗s (t − 1). Therefore by Lemma 1,
coefficient-based delivery can only occur if vs(t) ∈ K∗s (t−1),
so that V ∗s (t) = V
∗
s (t − 1). Receiving an innovative packet
means that |Vr(t)| = |Vr(t − 1)| + 1, so by (17) s∗r(t) =
s∗r(t− 1)− 1.
So in order for a coefficient-based delivery opportunity to
arise, three conditions must first be satisfied:
• The receiver is neither a leader nor in the zero state
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• No new packets are encoded by the sender
• The receiver successfully receives the transmitted packet.
Therefore, of the time slots a receiver is neither in the
zero state or a leader, approximately λµ of these provide an
opportunity for coefficient-based delivery to occur. We now
investigate the effectiveness of coding schemes A and B and
RLNC in utilising this fraction of coefficient-based deliverable
time slots to minimise delay.
B. RLNC scheme
To gain some insight into the probability of coefficient-
based delivery, we first study the RLNC scheme. Here we
will demonstrate how the effective Markov state affects the
probability of coefficient-based delivery.
We first calculate for a single receiver the probability that
with receiver knowledge space Kr(t), the next needed packet
pn will be delivered. The total number of possible trans-
missions is given by the size of the transmission knowledge
space Ks(t) minus the receiver knowledge space. Therefore
by Lemma 1, the probability of selecting a packet under the
RLNC scheme which allows pn to be delivered is
|span(Kr(t− 1) ∪ en) \Kr(t− 1)|
|K∗s (t) \Kr(t− 1)|
=
M − 1
Ms
∗
r(t) − 1 (18)
Therefore, the probability of coefficient-based delivery de-
pends only on the effective Markov state of the receiver and
the field size M . The exponential dependence on both of these
factors means that the coefficient-based delivery probability
will be very small for high effective Markov states and large
field sizes.
For the multiple receiver case, simulations show that there
is a fairly negligible difference between the RLNC coefficient-
based delivery probabilities for the single and multiple receiver
cases, provided they are coded using the same field size M .
Some of these probabilities, normalised over coefficient-based
deliverable time slots, are shown in Fig. 8, and the resulting
delay performance for M = 4 is given in Fig. 9. As expected,
the small coefficient-based delivery probability results in only
a slight improvement over zero state delivery.
C. Coding scheme A
Under coding scheme A, the sender codes only the first
unseen packet of each receiver. Furthermore the coefficients
chosen are the smallest that will satisfy the innovation guar-
antee property.8 Although a field size M ≥ R is necessary
to guarantee innovation, the majority of the time coefficients
from a much smaller field size F2 are sufficient.
In Fig. 8 the coefficient-based delivery probability of coding
scheme A is compared against the RLNC scheme. Under
coding scheme A with four receivers and F4, the probability of
coefficient-based delivery in fact lies between the probabilities
8In [28] it is suggested that any coefficient satisfying the innovation
guarantee is suitable, but in our implementation the smallest allowable
coefficient is chosen.
for the F2 and F4 RLNC scheme. This occurs since in practice
the sender usually selects binary field coefficients, effectively
coding from the field F2. With 8 receivers and a field F8,
packet coefficients are nearly always selected from the field
F4. This results in coefficient-based delivery probabilities
close to the RLNC F4 case. In Fig. 9 we can observe that
coding scheme A has significantly better delay performance
compared with the RLNC scheme. This is primarily due to
the role of leader state delivery, with a slight contribution from
coefficient-based delivery.
D. Coding scheme B
Coding scheme B, by contrast, attempts to closely mimic
a systematic, uncoded scheme by coding additional packets
into each transmission only if it is necessary to maintain the
innovation guarantee property. Each of these extra packets has
the additional property that, if received, the coded transmission
will allow the corresponding receiver to deliver their next
needed packet.
We can expect that at least λ of the sender’s transmissions,
corresponding to the first transmission of each new packet,
will be uncoded. Fig. 10 agrees with this prediction, and
we can observe that the four-receiver case has a slightly
higher proportion of uncoded packets compared with the eight
receiver case. This can be attributed to the fact that the
smaller the number of receivers, the lower the probability that
additional packets need to be included in each transmission.
Coding scheme B is shown in Fig. 8 to have a coefficient-
based delivery probability that is significantly higher than
coding scheme A and decays more slowly as a function of the
effective Markov state. The coefficient-based delivery proba-
bility for the eight-receiver case, which has a smaller fraction
of uncoded packets, is somewhat less than its four-receiver
counterpart. From Fig. 9 we can observe that the higher
coefficient-based delivery probabilities of coding scheme B
result in significantly better delivery delay compared with both
coding scheme A and the RLNC scheme. The improvements
are especially notable at high addition rates, with an almost
threefold improvement in the delivery delay compared with
the leader state delivery delay.
We can give an intuitive explanation for the link between
coding sparsity and a higher probability of coefficient-based
delivery. If a large fraction of undelivered packets are already
decoded, this effectively reduces the size of the system of
equations corresponding to unknowns in the receiver’s buffer.
If the transmitted combination is itself sparse, then there is
a good probability that its few nonzero elements are those
previously decoded by the receiver. Where the elements corre-
sponding to other receivers are already known, the sender will
ensure that the transmitted combination allows the delivery of
the receiver’s next needed packet.
It should be noted that under coding schemes A and B,
infrequent feedback could potentially degrade the delivery
delay performance. If the sender were to make decisions based
on incomplete information about the contents of receivers’
buffers, throughput optimality would only be achievable at the
cost of larger field sizes and less sparse coding, both of which
would have a detrimental impact on the delivery delay.
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λ = 0.7, µ = 0.8. Note that, if the transmission queue is empty, no packets
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VI. DYNAMIC RATE CONTROL SCHEME
In this section we outline the decision metric used in the
dynamic rate control scheme. This rate control scheme, which
builds upon the Markov state model analysed in Sections II
to V, determines whether the sender adds new packets to the
transmission queue or waits, based on the receivers’ predicted
throughput and delay performance. Using this decision metric,
we will demonstrate in Section VII that improved throughput-
delay performance can be achieved, compared with both the
baseline and delay threshold rate control schemes.
A. Dynamic delivery model
The first step is to outline the dynamic delivery model used
by the dynamic rate control scheme to predict the receivers’
throughput and delivery performance. Under the dynamic
delivery model, we continue to model sender additions to
the transmission queue by a Bernoulli process, as was done
for the baseline rate control scheme. Although the dynamic
rate control scheme clearly differs from the baseline rate
control scheme, the dynamic nature of the rate control scheme
means that there is no straightforward way to predict when the
sender will choose to add. Therefore, the zero state delivery
model continues to model sender additions with a Bernoulli
process, replacing the previously known addition rate λ with
an addition rate estimate, λest. Using (1), λest is given by
the average observed addition rate, upper bounded by µ, the
maximum possible delivery rate,
λest = min(A(t)/t, µ− ). (19)
where  is a small, positive value, taken to be  = 0.0001
in our simulations.9 This is a practical way to choose λ for
our dynamic delivery model, because it allows the sender to
dynamically adjust its transmission rate to accurately reflect
its throughput and delay performance priorities. The stability
of this system under inaccurate values of λest is discussed in
Section VI-C2.
The dynamic delivery model also assumes that zero state
delivery is the only method by which packets can be delivered
to the receivers. It should be noted that this is a somewhat
pessimistic performance estimate, as it does not take into ac-
count the effects of leader state and coefficient-based delivery
studied in Sections IV and V. However, since the effects of
leader state and coefficient-based delivery were found to be
difficult to predict, the zero state delivery delay provides a
tractable upper bound on the expected delivery delay.
In many situations, zero state delivery provides a reason-
able estimate of the delivery delay. For moderate to large
values of R, leader state delivery has a relatively minor
impact, and under coding schemes A and RLNC, the effects
of coefficient-based delivery on the delay performance were
relatively insignificant. Under imperfect feedback conditions,
the contributions from leader and coefficient-based delivery are
further diminished. However, the zero state delivery model is
not always accurate. If coding scheme B is used, the addition
9It is of course reasonable to assume that a receiver’s delivery rate λ will
be less than the channel capacity µ, but the reason for this explicit upper
bound will become apparent in (33).
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rate λ→ µ, or R the number of receivers is small, then leader
state and coefficient-based delivery can still have a significant
impact on the actual delivery performance.10
B. Decision metric
Now that the dynamic delivery model has been established,
we can outline how add and wait decisions are determined in
the dynamic rate control scheme. Previously, we studied the
baseline transmission schemes, where packets were added to
the transmission queue with probability λ < µ. By contrast, in
the dynamic rate control scheme we are about to introduce, a
decision metric M is used to determine whether to add or wait.
This allows the sender to dynamically adjust its addition rate
based on the delivery performance of the receivers, resulting
in better throughput-delay performance. The sender calculates
M by weighing throughput peformance measures PAT (r),
PWT (r) as well as delivery performance measures P
A
D (r) and
PWD (r) for each receiver r, under the add and wait decisions
respectively.
1) Throughput performance: Our first task is to measure the
throughput performance of a receiver r under the add and wait
decisions. Every time the sender waits, there is no increase in
the total throughput. Therefore,
PWT (r) = 0. (20)
On the other hand, adding increases the total throughput by
one packet, giving
PAT (r) = 1. (21)
2) Expected time to zero state delivery: To measure the
delivery delay performance, we compare the expected delivery
delay for a receiver in Markov state k, under add and wait
decisions. Our first task is to calculate the average time it
takes for a receiver in Markov state k to zero state deliver.
This is equivalent to finding the average time to move from
state k to 0 for the first time, under the Markov chain in Fig.
2.
Let Ek be the expected time to zero state, i.e. expected
number of time steps it takes for a receiver starting at state k
to reach 0 for the first time. Since our Markov chain is positive
recurrent, we know that Ek exists.
The receiver’s journey from state k to 0 can be considered
as a series of traversals through the Markov chain from k to
k−1 for the first time, k−1 to k−2 for the first time, and so
on. Because the transition probabilities between adjacent states
in the Markov chain are the same for all k > 0, the average
time required for each traversal is the same. Therefore, the
expected time to zero state starting from k can be expressed
as
Ek = kE1. (22)
Studying the Markov chain of Fig. 2, there are three possible
transitions at each time step. Starting at state k, the receiver’s
Markov state may increment, decrement or remain the same,
10Although in this section we shall use the zero state delivery model to
make predictions about the receivers’ throughput and delay performance, the
performance measurements of Section VII are obtained from the combination
of all three delivery methods.
with the probabilities listed in Table I adapted to λest, as
calculated in (19). Each state transition corresponds to a one-
unit increase in delay. From this information, we can establish
the relationship between the time to the zero state for different
values of k:
Ek = 1 + qEk−1 + pEk+1 + (1− p− q)Ek. (23)
Substituting k = 1, we obtain
E1 = 1 + qE0 + pE2 + (1− p− q)E1. (24)
As a starting condition, E0 = 0, since in this case the receiver
is already at k = 0. Additionally from (22), E2 = 2E1.
Substituting in these values, we obtain
E1 =
1
q − p . (25)
Therefore, using (22) and the values in Table I we obtain the
result
Ek =
k
µ− λ. (26)
3) Delivery performance: We are now in a position to
determine PWD (r) and P
A
D (r), the expected time to zero state
under add and wait decisions. For a receiver r starting in state
kr, adding will result in one of two possible Markov states,
kr + 1 and kr, depending on whether the receiver experiences
an erasure or not. Therefore, the expected time to zero state
under adding is given by
PAD (r) = µEkr+1 + µEkr
=
kr + µ
µ− λ . (27)
Similarly, waiting will result in receiver r moving to state kr
or kr − 1. Therefore the expected time to zero state under
waiting is given by
PWD (r) = µEkr + µEkr−1
=
kr − µ
µ− λ . (28)
4) Benefits of adding and waiting: For a given receiver r,
we now calculate the benefit BW (r) and BA(r) of waiting
and adding respectively.
Lower times to zero state are desirable, therefore we multi-
ply the delivery performance of each receiver by a factor of -1.
We also observe that when a receiver moves to the zero state,
they will deliver all the packets in their buffer. Therefore, we
also scale the receiver’s delivery performance by the number of
undelivered packets u(r) currently stored in their buffer. The
information provided by u(r) is particularly important because
it tells us how many packets’ delivery delays will be affected,
and therefore how great an impact the sender’s decision will
have on the delay performance.
On the other hand, throughput and delay may not be of equal
importance. Therefore we scale the throughput performance by
a weighting factor f , which determines the relative importance
of one unit of throughput, compared with one unit of delay.
This single free parameter f is important becsuse it allows us
to study the throughput delay sensitivity of the system. This
idea is used in other work such as [11], where the parameter
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p effectively dictates the balance between the throughput and
delivery delay.
Combining our results, we obtain the benefits of adding and
waiting,
BA(r) = fP
A
T (r)− u(r)PAD (r)
= f − u(r)kr + µ
µ− λ (29)
BW (r) = fP
W
T (r)− u(r)PWD (r)
= −u(r)kr − µ
µ− λ . (30)
5) Decision metric: We now combine these results to
determine whether the sender should add or wait. Of course,
in practice we are not able to determine the addition rate λ in
advance, so we substitute λ with the estimate λest from (19).
For a single receiver r, the difference in performance between
adding and waiting is given by
M(r) = BA −BW (31)
= f − u(r)
µ− λest . (32)
If M(r) > 0, it indicates that adding is more beneficial to
receiver r’s performance than waiting. It is interesting to note
that M(r) does not depend on the actual Markov state kr of
the receiver. This comes about because in (22), the expected
time to zero Ek is linearly dependent on k. Adding a new
packet merely increments the Markov state by 1, compared
with waiting. Therefore the difference in performance between
adding and waiting does not depend on the receiver’s Markov
state k.
Our decision metric is therefore given by the sum of the
receivers’ performance differences,
M =
R∑
r=1
M(r)
= Rf −
∑R
r=1 u(r)
µ− λest . (33)
If M > 0 then the sender decides to add a new packet to
the transmission queue. Otherwise, it waits. It is important to
note that the λ < µ constraint set by (19) ensures that the
weighting of u(r) will always be negative.
C. Feedback variables
There are two feedback variables that affect the decision
metric, M : the total number of undelivered packets stored at
the receivers,
∑R
r=1 u(r), and the delivery rate estimate λest.
We briefly discuss the impact of each variable on the sender’s
decision.
1) Number of undelivered packets
∑R
r=1 u(r): Let us as-
sume for now that λest is constant. When this is the case, u(r)
becomes the only variable required to determine M . From
(33), we can observe that there is a threshold TU number of
undelivered packets stored among the receivers above which,
M < 0 and the sender will wait, but below which the sender
will add. The threshold value can be found by solving the
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Fig. 11. The sender’s estimated addition rate λest as a function of time, for
the weighting factors f listed in the figure. The simulation was implemented
with R = 4 and µ = 0.8.
equation
Rf − TU
µ− λest = 0, (34)
yielding the solution
TU = Rf(µ− λest). (35)
Therefore the sender’s decision strategy can be equivalently
phrased as follows:
If the total number of undelivered packets
∑R
r=1 u(r)
stored at the receivers is greater than or equal to TU , then
wait. Otherwise, add a new packet to the transmission queue.
The greater the value of TU , the longer the sender will
spend adding new packets to the transmission queue, before
waiting to reduce the number of undelivered packets at the
receivers. This means that greater values of TU will generally
result in higher throughput, but also higher delivery delays.
2) Addition rate estimate, λest: Here we investigate the
consequences of an inaccurate addition rate estimate, λest. Let
us assume that there is some value λ, which is the correct
addition rate for the system, and let λest = λ + ∆ be the
(possibly inaccurate) estimate based on the observed addition
rate so far. The effect of the discrepancy ∆ on the undelivered
packet threshold of (35) is
T ′U = Rf(µ− λ−∆).
Notice that this only differs from (35) by a ∆ term. The result
is that the greater λest is compared with λ, the smaller TU
will be, and vice versa.
Interestingly, this results in a feedback loop where if λest is
too high, the addition rate will drop below λ, in turn reducing
the measurement λest. On the other hand, a low value of λest
will have the opposite effect, raising the addition rate, and
therefore the estimate λest. The end result is a stable addition
rate, where fluctuations will to some degree be corrected by
the system. It can be observed in Fig. 11 that, in line with our
analysis, λest quickly converges upon a stable value.
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VII. PERFORMANCE COMPARISON
Here we compare the performance of the three coding
scheme B transmission schemes. Coding scheme B was chosen
since of the three coding schemes studied in Section V it
has the best delay performance. In Fig. 12 we compare
the throughput-delay performance of the coding scheme B
transmission schemes for 4 and 8 receivers. The results are
discussed here.
A. Baseline rate control scheme
As expected, the baseline rate control scheme exhibits the
worst throughput-delay performance of the three rate control
schemes. As the throughput increases, so does the average
delivery delay, with the 4-receiver case performing marginally
better than the 8-receiver case.
B. Delay threshold rate control scheme
The delay threshold rate control scheme performs signif-
icantly better than the baseline rate control scheme. The
strategy of reducing the rate when one or more receivers is
experiencing significant delays greatly improves the delivery
delay. However, the delay performance for the 8-receiver case
is significantly worse than the 4-receiver case. This is most
likely caused by the transmission inefficiency of the stop
mode.
In stop mode, the sender transmits an uncoded packet to
allow the worst performing receiver to deliver its next needed
packet(s), thus improving its delivery delay. However, in
doing so every other receiver will incur a one-unit throughput
penalty, since the uncoded transmission will not provide them
with any innovative information. With larger numbers of
receivers, this penalty can become quite significant.
C. Dynamic rate control scheme
The dynamic rate control scheme further improves upon the
delay threshold scheme. We can observe in Fig. 12 that, as
intended, increasing the weighting factor f results in higher
throughput. The real improvement over the delay threshold
rate control scheme can be seen in the 8-receiver case, where
for the same throughput, the dynamic rate control scheme
experiences approximately half the delivery delay of the delay
threshold scheme. This can be attributed to the fact it is a fairer,
more well informed rate control scheme.
Unlike the delay threshold scheme, the dynamic rate control
scheme does not disproportionately weight the needs of the
worst performing receivers. When determining whether to add
or wait, the sender weighs the requirements of all receivers,
instead of only the receiver(s) with the worst delay perfor-
mance.
Furthermore, the dynamic rate control scheme considers
both throughput and delay performance when determining
whether to add or wait. This is in stark contrast to the baseline
scheme, which only attempts to control the throughput, and
the delay threshold scheme, for which the addition rate is
controlled purely on the basis of the delay performance of
the worst receiver. By recognising that the add/wait decision
is a tradeoff between throughput and delay performance, our
dynamic rate control scheme is able to determine at each time
slot which performance measure can most be improved upon
under the current circumstances.
VIII. CONCLUSION
We have demonstrated that the transmission rate of a
broadcast transmission scheme can be dynamically adapted
to improve both throughput and delivery delay performance.
Analysing the baseline transmission schemes, we used re-
ceivers’ Markov states to distinguish among three methods
for packet delivery: zero state, leader state and coefficient-
based delivery. We were able to accurately model the zero
state delivery delay, and found that, in many cases, zero
state delivery alone provided a reasonable approximation for
the expected delivery delay. Where there were more than a
few receivers, leader state delivery was observed to have a
negligible impact on the delivery delay. Although the RLNC
scheme and coding scheme A had only a small impact on
the delivery delay, coding scheme B resulted in significant
improvements over zero state delivery alone, by capitalising
on more coefficient-based delivery opportunities.
Based on these observations we developed a dynamic rate
adaptation scheme that determined whether the sender should
add or wait by comparing the benefit of each decision to
the throughput and delay performance. We found that this
decision-making process was equivalent to regulating the
sender’s addition rate based on the total number of undelivered
packets stored at the receivers. The dynamic rate adaptation
scheme allowed noticeably better throughput-delay tradeoffs
to be achieved, compared with existing approaches in the
literature.
So far our work has only been in the context of receivers
with homogeneous channel rates. While our analysis is equally
applicable to heterogeneous networks, a number of other
issues including resource allocation and fairness must also be
considered.
©IEEE 2013
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